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NFLA welcome
publication of
COMARE report on
Dalgety Bay
NFLA share concerns
over imminent
discharges into
Blackwater River in
Essex
NFLA says nuclear is
the wrong energy
direction for Ireland
NFLA calls on
nuclear sector to
reduce alarming
number of security
breaches
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NFLA support CNFE
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NFLA letters to
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May 2014:
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What is being done
to other MOD sites
contaminated
like
Dalgety Bay?
Nuclear
not
the
answer to Ireland’s
future energy needs
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NFLA raise concerns after publication of Dalgety Bay report
The NFLA welcomes the
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breaches

NFLA to respond to key Irish, Scottish & Welsh consultations

Legality of Hinkley
Point contract is part
of the reason why it
should be rejected

Bike for Peace meet
UN Secretary General
& plan Scottish tour
In mid May the Bike for
Peace delegation met
the UN SG Ban Ki-Moon
in New York to discuss
the Mayors for Peace’s
2020 Vision Campaign.
Starting in Edinburgh,
the group is coming to
Scotland in July. Plans
are being developed to
visit Edinburgh, Dundee,
Perth, Stirling, Faslane,
Paisley, Glasgow, the
Scottish Parliament and
Dalkeith. See the June
newsletter for details.
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Forthcoming meetings of interest to NFLA members
Mayors for Peace
board meeting, City
Hall, Sarajevo, 7th
and 8th June
NuLEAF seminar on
radwaste regulation
issues, London, 16th
June

NFLA Steering
Committee and tour
of NFLA’s restored
archive, Manchester
Town Hall Extension /
Manchester Central
Library, 27th June

Bike for Peace
global tour arrives
in Scotland, 16th –
19th July
NFLA National
Forum seminar
meetings will be
confirmed shortly.

